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1 “Life is like a game of chess changing with each move ”  
Chinese Proverb  

 
Monday 16th July   First Day of Cycle 5  

Thursday 16th August Last Day of Cycle 5 

Friday 17th August Student Free Day 

Birthdays 
August 

Aerin & Harry  

September 
Riven, Willow, Ruby & Jenny 

Significant Dates for Cycle 5, 2018 

Chess PLP Fun—Shayla, Craig, Jack, Eleanor, Andrew (PICAL),  

Nate, Callum, Riven and Klaus (PICAL)  



        This Cycle saw the Village School’s inaugural Immersion Learning camp. Level 5-6 students from both PIVS 
and KVS along with myself, Sarah and Marni (KVS Mentors) ventured to Wilsons Promontory with one goal in 
mind; to create an immersive learning experience centred around the Promontory’s long history and diverse  
ecology.  

Arriving at the Prom was an exciting experience as we explored the 
monolithic 24 bed lodge and decided on sleeping arrangements. The 
next item on the agenda was the first night’s Presentations for the 
camp, with the kids choosing between an investigation of the Prom’s 
history and rocky shores or an exploration of the vast astronomical 
expanse above the Promontory. Both Presentation groups headed 
down to the beach, with the moon illuminating the path. ‘History/
rocky shores’ considered the long and complex history of the Prom’s 
people and uses while also exploring the ecology of intertidal  
habitats, an area with which many of the Prom’s visitors are  
connected. In ‘Astronomy’ we gazed above, observing the  
awe-inspiring constellations and considering the vastness of the  
Universe. 

On Day Two of the camp we embarked on the arduous journey from 
Telegraph Saddle to Sealer’s Cove and back. Clocking in at 19 km, 
the walk provided everyone with a test of their resolve. Exploring the 
plants and fungi as we walked, we finished the experience with a 
deeper understanding of who we are and what we are capable of. 
The walk took us an entire day to complete, and on returning to the 
lodge a real sense of accomplishment was in the air. Dinner quickly 
vanished, and we were all in bed before 9 pm.  

Day Three was another adventure with the main learning intention 
for the camp taking place; The Fungi Study! 

Getting up early, we walked into Lilly Pilly Gully, a lush, ferny  
ecosystem teeming with fungi species. In groups we created  
quadrants to assess the species of fungi in the area. Each group  
recorded multiple species; sketching, taking notes and counting the 
individuals within their quadrant. After a couple of hours of data 
gathering we were greeted by the clouds above, and quickly  
retreated to the buses. But the work was not done, so after some  
respite at the lodge we began our first independent work block. With 
fungi species to be identified and notes to be finalised the next hour 
was spent researching and comparing notes. 

This had been an exhausting day both mentally and physically and 
everyone deserved a lot of laying around in the lodge. We quietly  
finished the day telling war stories from the hike the previous day 
and discussing our fungi discoveries. 

Day Four was a quieter affair, Sarah departed the camp and Marni 
joined. We ran some more presentations, this time focusing on the 
Flora of the Prom and the Geomorphology of the area. Slowly  
navigating these natural entities was a pleasant way to spend the 
day, with the sun shining down on us as we examined the landscapes 
surrounding us. In geomorphology we imagined the evolution of the 
landscape over time and in Botany we took a closer look at the  
intricacies of the Flora around us.  

Day Five saw us depart Wilsons Promontory, returning to our Village 
Schools with our experiences in hand. The Immersion Learning 
Camp had provided an opportunity to connect with and discover our 
natural environment. We all walked away from the camp with a   
          respect for the Promontory and an appreciation of its complexity.  
                 Until next year! 

Immersion Learning by Nick 
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The PIVS & KVS Level 5 & 6 students 

The PIVS & KVS Level 5 & 6 students on 

the Sealer’s Cove Track  

Chain Tiggy at the Big  Drift 

The PIVS & KVS Level 5 & 6 students  

gathering at Sealer’s Cove 



Jasper Jasmine riding the energy bike. 

 
My first day, the war cry of a primary-
aged tactician yelling “I’m going to take 
your Queen!”, followed closely by the  
satisfying giggle of the plan being  
accomplished. The world of Chess had 
come to PIVS. Our students took to the 
game with excitement and tenacity,  
challenging each other on board and 
screen. Around the school, more  
experienced players coached the less  
experienced with titbits of gameplay and 
the movements of each piece. Before 
long, the games on the oversized chess 
board drew in the crowds, and like the 
gladiators of the colosseum, the two  
players used a mixture of chance and 
strategy to give the spectators an exciting 
contest.  

Within the ranks of our students; Shayla, 
Callum, Camila, Nathanael, Eleanor, Jack 

and Riven  signed up to refine their skills with Klaus and Andrew at the Phillip Island Community & Learning 
Centre (PICAL). 
Every week, these two masters of chess meet to play with others in the community that love this timeless 
game. Their aim was to get the children to think one or two moves ahead and to protect key pieces using  
others on the board. As the weeks progressed, the type of games the students played became increasingly 
strategy rather than chance-based. We were lucky enough to be guided by these strategic juggernauts and 
they mentored our students with patience and kindness. Klaus was so impressed with our students’  
   engagement with the game, that he has kindly offered to continue this PLP into next cycle. Maybe, within  
         our community of learners there is a Grandmaster! 

PICAL Chess PLP by Craig 

Jess & Indah 

Camila &  Jack  
Sarah, Eleanor, Lois, 

Chloe & Scarlett  
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Boardgames with the PAG  by Jenny 

A busload of happy board-gamers made their way to the Elderly Citizens Hall on our final visit to the Planned  
Activity Group for the Cycle. It was a  
fitting way to conclude the last day of 
the school semester. The Level 3-6   
students were generous with their  
conversation and patience in sharing 
their knowledge of the selected board 
games. They also appreciated the 
scrumptious morning tea provided! 

Even though there were only a handful 
of seniors, the students spread  
themselves around so everyone felt 
part of the experience. The Game of 
Life, Battleship, HeadBanz, Mancala, 
Guess Who, Othello and Connect were 
the preferred choices and the  
Interaction throughout the room was a 
sight to see. The students asked to  
finish off the morning with the older 
residents’ version of Bingo. 
The morning flew and all too soon it 
was time to leave. It is heartwarming to  
  share this special time with some senior residents who often have very quiet lives- some of them even  
           wanted to keep some of our kids. Imagine that! 

Andrew & Shayla  

Craig & Camila Callum, Nate, Klaus & Camila 

Camila Shayla 

Seb  

Willow & Isabelle Jack Aerin 

Jasmine & Abbey 

Georgia & Xavier 

Playing the Mirror 

Game 



 

Shayla giving Jess a hand The supplies Anthony, Nick & the kids 

Village High School Update  by 

 This cycle, the Foundation and  
Level 1 students explored a fairy 
tale theme, which we wove into 
all learning areas. We read some  
fantastic fairy-tales and  
discussed characters, events and 
common themes in these  
stories. It was then time for the 
children to write their own fairy 
tales using story maps, using the 
books we had read for  
inspiration. The students  
produced some very creative and 
imaginative stories with some 
amazing characters and plot 
lines. Well done Younger Years! 
We finished off this theme by 
planting some magical beans to 
grow a beanstalk; inspired by the 
fairy tale ‘Jack and the  
Beanstalk’.  

We continued on with our regular Friday afternoon ‘Out ‘n’ Abouts’ this cycle and headed back to the 
Cowes library for some chess sessions. This was a great opportunity for the Younger  
Years students to learn and practice a new skill over 5 weeks. By the end of the cycle the children were 
able to play games independently. This interest also 
rolled into school with many of the children choosing 
to play chess at morning tea and lunch times. Thanks 
to Nick, Paul, Christine and Kelly for helping us at the  
library with these sessions.  

This cycle we welcomed back a much-missed  
Foundation student, Scarlett; it is great to have her 
back at school and it’s good to see that her leg is well 
on the mend. 

       Thanks for another amazing cycle Younger Years 
              students! 

 

This cycle, all PIVS students had a 
French and Spanish language  
experience from two native  
speakers—Ana Sophia [Camila’s 
mum] (Spanish) and Delia Druot 
(French). Spanish classes will  
continue next cycle for  
Foundation—Lvl 1s, French for Lvl 
2s and Lvls 6-6 will choose a  
language to study from  
Duolingo—an online language  
program. 4 

 

We had a (fruit and 
veg!) packed cycle 
studying food,  
nutrition and 
healthy bodies. We 
learned how to 
make healthy and 
tasty snacks for 
ourselves, using 
raw ingredients. 

Kitchen Garden by Jess 
Oscar, Ben & Tee-Jai 

Delia reading a book 

in French 

Eli, Lois, Craig Jonah & Kelly Saoirse, Paul & Eli 

Scarlett, Lois, Nick, Jonah & Cruz Oscar, Craig, Tee-Jai & Ben 

 Younger Years Review by Emma 

 French and Spanish Language Classes by Fiona 



Hadassah & Sari 

Beach play at its best 

Beach play briefing 

Scarlett, Camila, Saoirse, Emma, Jonah, Lois, Eli, Ben, Oscar & Tee-Jai 

Ben, Lois, Camila & Saoirse 

     Wow, another super cycle has passed us by in a blink of an eye and we 
are now officially half-way through the year! 

There has been a focus on Narratives in Literacy this cycle. The Level 5—
6 Reading group visited the Phillip Island Library in Week 2 to choose a 
narrative about which they would be required to complete an in-depth 
book report. These are still in the process of completion but based on 
the quality of the drafts I'm confident the final products will not  
disappoint! The Level 3-6 writers are also working hard on writing their 
own narratives, and with lots of intriguing characters and compelling 
plots in the making, they are sure to all be a great read. Be sure to ask 
them about their stories over the break to keep those creative juices 
flowing.  

In Maths, this cycle  all the kids enjoyed a hypothetical family food shop 
at ALDI. The younger kids had fun cutting out items from the brochure 
and deciding which coins they would use to pay for them. The middle 
years were challenged by adding up all their purchases using mental 
strategies to compute totals, as well as change.  

 
The senior years took it one step further by  
applying different percentage discounts. It was 
awesome to see all the kids understand the  
importance of being able to do these tasks and 
how these skills will come in handy in everyday 
life. Most of the kids were able to apply some of 
their maths skills on our day out to Jump Crazy  
in the last week of cycle. All the kids did a great 
job at working out what they could afford to buy 
at the cafe, and some were extra thrifty at making 
their dollar go further.  

Our day at Jump Crazy was a great way to end the 
cycle. There was a serious amount of jumping and 
climbing, running, dodging and swinging going 
on, I was genuinely wrecked by the end of the  
day and slept like a baby. 

Older Years Review by Abby 

 

A very warm welcome to our new PIVS Board members Kelly Kirkpatrick and Paul Morris, who have joined 
Fiona, Pete Wolf and I in helping to oversee the governance and strategic direction of PIVS. The School 
Board is responsible for all matters relating to school policy and practice. It has overall responsibility to  
ensure that PIVS is well managed and that its operations are successful. It must do all things necessary to 
ensure that the school meets its objectives as set out in the School’s Constitution. Kelly and Paul bring lots 
of enthusiasm and fresh ideas to the Board, together with broad experience from a range of industries.  

Kelly’s experience ranges from executive administration, telecommunications, marketing and human  
resources to owning and operating her own retail business. Paul has significant experience in the Sport and 
Leisure industry, mainly in the field of major facility management, and has sat on numerous Boards and  
Advocacy groups. We are all excited about these appointments and look forward to working together in the 
next stage of PIVS’s development. 

Welcome to the PIVS Board by Lien 
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It's been an emotional cycle for me personally as I 
grappled with the decision to do what I feel is best 
for my family. I wanted to take this opportunity to 
say thank you to all the children, staff and families 
of PIVS who have made me feel so welcome over 
the last 6 months. I have enjoyed my time at the 
school and want the children and families to know 
how much they have helped me to grow both as a 
teacher and on a personal level. I'll be dropping in 
to say hi and look forward to some warm smiles 
and hugs when I do. 

Wishing you all the best in all that you do. Go, seek 
and grow.  

All my love and happiness, Abby 

Thank You by Abby 

Lois, Saoirse & Jack  

Slushie buying. 



 What a spectacular 

way to end Cycle 4 at 

Jump Crazy!  

Crazy fun was had all 

round by mentors and 

students alike. Plenty 

of enthusiastic  

jumping, gliding on 

flying foxes, climbing, 

sliding, dodge balling, 

somersaults and so 

much more.   

All this fun with the 

added ‘educational’ 

flavour of students 

strategically working 

out how best to use 

their $5.00 spending 

money.  Rainbow 

slushies was a popular 

choice, after all, this physical activity was thirsty work and a great way to burn off the sugar rush and relieve a 

      brain freeze.  The laughter and excitement was contagious and such a joy to see and experience.  

Jump Crazy Trampolining Fun by  Fiona 

Mila, Indigo & Isabelle 

Huntsman holding Isabelle & Mila 

 PLPs Next Cycle 

Billy Cart Making 
with Craig & the Men’s Shed 

 
The older Nature Kids group held a fundraiser this cycle to help fund a seal spotting adventure that they had 
planned. Their plan was to produce some irresistible baked goods and sell them right at pick up time. They 
researched, planned recipes, measured, predicted crowd sizes and baked their little hearts out! The result 
was a successful afternoon stall, setting them up with some extra funds for their epic adventure. 

Nature Kids Fundraiser by Jess 

Chess @PIVS 
with Nick, Craig and Klaus from the Phillip 

Island Chess Club  

One Act Play 
with Jenny and Jo Huckett 
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Lois, Ruby, Fenn,  

Isabelle & Nick  Star jumping Fun!  

Georgia & Jasmine’s somersault 

action shot  Dodge ball fun. 

Nate & friends  

climbing the slide 

Riven & Camila  

slurping slushies 

Ebony & Nate  

enjoying the flying fox. 

Smiles & laughter all round. 

Jasmine, Isabelle  

& Willow cookie making. 
Fenn washing the dishes Willow & Isabelle 

The stall holders ready for service Tate, Fenn, 

Willow, Isabelle & Jasmine 


